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BOT-MAN
THIS WEEK IN BOT -MAN WE
CONTINUE OUR POST -MILLENIAL TRIBUTE BY DIGGING
DEEP INTO BARD'S PAST TO
BRING YOU A HALLOWEEN
SPECIAL: A TALE OF THE HORROR
WHICH SCIENCE IS CAPAPBLE OF
UNLEASHING WHEN MAN DABBLES WITH FORCES HE WAS
NEVER MEANT TO ENCOUNTER.
THE SETTING IS THE 1930'S, IN
THAT MOST DEPRESSING OF
DEPRESSING ERAS, WHEN H.P.
LOVECRAFT HELD THE ALISTER
CROWLEY CHAIR OF EVIL AT ST.
STEPHEN'S COLLEGE . ..

.
o-

·-

.. . ·. . . ........

.....

'•
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··... · ··~

·· .. ~ ~-~
--~--.....
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....

YESI TI-£N
HAVE CALCULATED TH!tT BY
SIPHONIN6 OfF POWER FROM THE
B & 6 MONKEY (LEA VIN6 THE
CAMPUS WITHOUT a.ecmaTY)
AT LEAST ONCE It SEMESTER UNTil.
THE YEAR 2000. I W11..L !tMASS
ENOUGH ENERGY TO BUILD A
GIANT ROBOT CONTROlLED BY
EINSTEINS BR.(W
!tFTE'R I
ATTACH
6AL11..EO'S
PRESERVED
FlNGE'R. NOTHIN6 W11..L BE !tBI..E
TO STAND IN MY WAY1 ~""'"""'.. "''

0

TI-E GREAT

~S

1+."'~ P\.UN6E

SHALL

FROM
TI-E
STARS. C11AOS SHALL
REIGN,
THE
SEAS
SHALL BOU. IN THE
ANTEC>ll..UVIAN
HOAAOR Of IT ALL. AH

CAN NO ONE DO ANYTHING
TO HALT THIS NEFARIOS
PLOT? YES , BUT ONLY
MARIST STUDENTS, BECAUSE
YOU CAN'T VOTE! HA HAHAHA
HAl ACTUALLY , THERE IS
HOPE , If SOMEONE CAN PERFORM THIS RITUAL WHICH
WILL
FOIL
SPACE-MAN
SKIFF'S EVIL PLAN.
STEP ONE:

SACRIFICE 144 FRESHMEN. (THIS
WILL ALSO HELP SOLVE THE HOUSING PROBLEM.)
STEP JWQ:

~

REGRET THAT, BEING UMmD TO EIGHT PANELS, WE ARE
ABLE TO FlNISH THE COMIC AS P~NNED. WE HOPE THAT
E RESULT FROM SKIFF'S EVIL PLOT GOING UNTHWARTED
LL BE NO GREAT INCQNVENINCE TO ANY OF '\'OU. EI\10Y
E REST OF THE QIISERVER.

Sp«~l

~·

-lflaUd by ...J"pyrigb< Cbffl V'" Dyk• b Jolm Hol/-h, <999'I"1>moh M•lw -ww.> <h< JVm<F M.hn-, D.,. "G.J><>- "'""""'" Wdrlh, AMu "I mommy" Lovecraft, and Spaceman "Evil Menace" Skiff. for letting his evil plam keep him from collecting my AJtrorwmy test.

~;r Crowky, Hl'-
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Arc hiv e Put s His tory of
Stu den t Life on the We b
I,ooo+ issues ofstudent publications archivedfor the first time in Bard history
By Luke Cohen
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DO YOU REMEMBE R the days of the Bard §

National Day of Art for Mumia ...
page2
Students organizing East Timor
aid event ...
page2
Mayor Molinaro on what's going
on in Tivoli ...
page3

Highlights from Student Newspaper
Archive ...
pages 4and 5
Inside a Faculty Seminar ...
page6
Students march in Philadelphia ...
page6
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BARD COLLEGE
College Messenger? Would you be at a loss for...,
Student Newspllper Archiw
Eights,
Crazy
about
you
asked
someone
if
words
.1895-1999 •
the Utopian, or the Lyre Tree? If you had the
(') project
keywort!J
choice between the Gadfly Papers and the Hard
search ~
~gu ide
Bard, which would you choose? If such questions
about past Bard student newspapers have been
troubling you, then worry no more. Through the
great efforts of Joseph Stanco and Nate
Schwartz, both Bard alumni and former Observer
editors, campus news spanning the last one hundred
submit~
browse
•
feedback
publications
years has been resurrected on the World Wide
Web.
While it is hard to imagine the origins of our BARD HISTORY ONLINE: The opening page of the website
beloved Bard College, with the help of the Bard o llows easy perusal of student publication archive
Student Newspaper Archive Project students are commentato r sufficed, by 1924 the Messenger
able to easily search through the institution's history. found a rival in the Lyre Tree. The two publications
One can track our school to its beginnings as St. were able to compete for a good six years until
Stephen's College, an Episcopal training school 1930 saw the Lyre Tree supplant its rival as the
for men, see how it broke its ties with Columbia major student publication. The victory of the
University and evolved into the unique liberal Lyre Tree was a relatively short-lived one, as it
only managed to stay in circulation until 1934. In
arts college it is today.
The first in the long history of student publica- 1935, the Bardian took over as the leading paper
tions was the St. Stephen's Messenger, established in and held its position until 1961, when it was
1895. The only herald of campus news at the time,
the paper stood on its own for over thirty years.
Within these early issues one will fmd that students were just as confused about the changing
world as they are today. A quick glance with the
aid of the Archive sheds light on the voices of students trying to find their place in a new century,
full of technological and cultural advances that
seemed so strange to our forebearers.
Though at first this campus social

replaced by the Observer.
The aforementioned papers are in no way
outlets students have used to voice their
only
the
opinions in the past. In addition to the four
major publications, the last century saw another
seventeen independent ones.
Organizing the accumulated work of all
twenty-one publications of the last one hundred
and five years has been the task of our young
... continued on page 4

A New Playing Grou nd
for the Itnag inati on

Dance organization opening major studio in Tivoli
By Deirdre Faughey
IN THE QUIET PART of Tivoli,
past Stoney Creek and Town Hall,
there is a blue sign on the left side
of the road with one word on it:
Kaatsbaan. The next time you
drive through town you should tum
there, onto the gravel road that will
take you to the place that, in five
years time, will be one of the most
culturally significant locations in
the Hudson Valley.
Kaatsbaan, which is a Dutch
word for "a playing field," is a new
non-profit organization that is
dedicated to all forms of dance. It
was founded by a group who know
the problems facing professional
dance in America all to well:
Gregory Cary, Kevin McKenzie,
Bentley Roton, and Martine van
Hamel. These former dancers are
all affiliated with The American
Ballet Theater and have had to deal

personally with obstacles that
threaten the very existence of their
art. The biggest obstacle that
dance companies face is the lack of
adequate spaces in which to
rehearse and perform.
Kaatsbaan is intended as a
space that dancers, choreographers,
directors, scenic designers, and
educators may use year-round.
Construction is being done on 153
acres of old horse-farming land and
will incorporate the existing 100
year old Stanford White structures
that are already on the site. Each
new building will maintain the
Stanford White look - dark grey
shingles with a forest green trim,
and steeply slanted roofs. Right
now, Kaatsbaan is in phase one of
construction. The buildings going
up include two rehearsal studios,
made accessible to the public with
seating for 120 people, a residence

OVER 150 ACRES: Once a horse form. soon to be home to Tivoli donee center

inn that will accommoda te 32
dancers, a residence lounge and
cafeteria, and site utilities such as
water, sewer, and electric systems;
roads, parking, and lighting.
"We need to make dance more
accessible to the public," says
president/ar tistic
Kaatsbaan's
director, Bently Roton. "Our philosophy is that the audience needs
~o have a full theatrical experience.
Obviously the choreography, the
dance technique, and the quality of
the music are the primary things,

but the production -the sets and
the costumes- is one of the things
we want to take very seriously so
that it's a little bit more like the old
traditional productions."
In addition to the importance
of a well-equipped dance facility,
Mr. Roton emphasized the importance of the preservation of the
dance world's great masterpieces.
When I met with him at the
Kaatsbaan offices in one of the renovated Stanford White houses,
.. . continued on page 3
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Small Town Artists Answer
the 911 call for Mumi a
By Cinta Conti-Cook

POSTERS HANGING FROM TREES spread
messages like "The White Man Came, the White
Man Killed Buffalo," "It's not how you kill, it's
that you kill," and "Stop the Machine", and the
tiny park in Hudson, NY was transformed into a
stage onto which artistic expression and political
agitation could be displayed for the National Day
of Art on September n.
The backdrop was a police station, a fire station,
and the campaign headquarters for the newest
Republican candidate, juxtaposing these were
symbols of Americana including upside down
American flags, banners, and flyers, all spreading
a message of freedom, be it for Leonard Peltier,
freedom of expression, or for Mumia Abu-Jamal,
for whom the ational Day of Art was dedicated.
The event began with a Native American
from the South Dakota Pine Ridge Reservation,
where Leonard Peltier began his fight for freedom.
Peltier was convicted in 1975 of killing two FBI
agents. Later investigations forced FBI officials
to admit that, although they don't know fo r sure
who killed the two agents, Peltier continues to
serve two life sentences. The performance artist
played a wooden flute and made occasional interludes
calling for the freedom of Leonard Peltier based
on "evidence" of his framing by the government.
After the ative American musician concluded
his performance, the art continued in a variety of
forms. A young poetry group from Albany free-
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Student Relief O rganization
Plans East Timor Aid
By Pete r Malcolm

ON OCTOBER 3oTH, BARD-AID will host a
hike up Mohawk Mountain. Proceeds will go
toward relief in East Timor. Participants will get
sponsorships for hiking from their friends, neighbors, family members, teachers, students, or people
they meet on the street. BARD-AID is a relatively
new organization. Last year it started as an emergency aid organization to benefit Kosovo, and its
first event, Play For Relief, raised $2,500.
Students interested in going on the hike or in
being a member of BARD-AID, can come to a
meeting in the Red Room in the Student Center,
8:oo on Wednesday, October 2oth.

is not enough, it is time for serious warfare against
the enemy and it is time to end the genocide."
Although Clark says she'd prefer to see non-violent
action against "the enemy," she says, "Before I
would have an army of cowards, I would rather
have three million violent men."
One way Clark thinks is most effective to
combat "the racists, the oppressors, the enemies"
is to express political beliefs through art. Beyond
its aesthetic appeal, art may be experienced by
both artist and viewer. During the poetry session,
the lines "poetry is my machine gun," and "my
words were written by anger," reminded the listeners
of the importance of freedom of expression in a
~
movement.
~
One viewer commented that the art that was ~.
being exhibited that day was free because it could u
not be bought or sold. "It's not about scarcity of
a product. When art is just out there for everyone
to see, the motivation for making the art for
Mumia 9II was not to sell it, to be motivated by
selling my art would ultimately hinder my ability
to express myself freely."
Expressing oneself freely, said many artists,
is the reason why Mumia Abu-Jamal is in prison.
As a radio journalist, Mumia relentlessly brought
attention to police corruption and brutality.
Many of the artists claimed that Mumia has been
framed by the government, who hoped to censor
his publicity of the police brutality that was
inescapable in Philadelphia during Governor
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IN THE FALL OF 1994• Marcus Molinaro, then
remembering his years at Red Hoo
lg
by Governor Pataki's Discretionary Funds, ~he
only 19, was elected mayor of the ~ivoli, NY.
School Marc admits that, "I wasn't the best New York State Environmental ProtectiOn
Featured in numerous news publications he was
d ~
I passed and the last time I checked F d the New York State Council on the Arts,
stu en . . ·
•
f h
[ 1
un ,
heralded as America's youngest mayor.
.
you can win an election with 51o/o o t e vote, s~, the Dutchess County Industrial Deve1opment
After three mayoral elections, two of whlch
you should be able to graduate with a 66 [~ercen~ .
Agency the Village of Tivoli, and the Town of
were unopposed, Molinaro admits that, "I've ~otten
After graduat ing in 1993 Marc started m~emt.n~ Red H~ok. Be on the look out for their fust
a little complacent, which isn't a good feeling f~r
for then assemblywoman, Irene Hickey, mstea
performances in Tivoli this spring.
. .
, W ith all that is going on m
a po li t1Clan . · ·
of attending college. There he found that " .. .I
Tivoli, however, Molinaro has not the time to be
h d met a lot of friends, connected with people,
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ht 'Why should I leave? I'd have to
with many important issues including the _possible an t oug ' . ,, And so began Marc's political
. n of a Metro-North railstauon, the start all over agalfi.
construe t10
La Embezzler is a student-run humor p ublihi
increased Bard Student populat ion, and rum~rs career.
"I wanted to get involved with somet ng c ation that operates indepen~ently of the
of an anti-noise regulation which is bemg
that enabled me [to help) other people-really Bard Observer, but that is pu_b hshed along
enforced before it has been passed by the Village
make a difference. I was never the kind of person side it. It bears its own copynght com,Board.
h. h that could punch a clock, go to work, and [then} pletely independ ent of the Ob servers.
Molinaro was born in 1975 in Yonkers, w lC
, S .
Marc ran for a seat Submissions are welcome thr?ugh_ campus
forget it [later}. o m 199 4 •
ma il, to "the Embezzler", and Its Editor-Inalls
"the
third
largest
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of
New
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on the village Board of Trustees, successfully
, .
york , perhaps to dispell his "small town lmage.
. .. continued on next page Chief is Nick Jones.
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE BARD

HURRAH FOR BARD:(Observer. November 30. 1970) Unidentified students happily frolic In the field where
the Student Center now intrudes on tihe landscape

SOME THINGS NEVER CHANGE: (Observer. AprilS. 1970) Comic by anonymous student protests recent change in academic program

Archive continue d
arc hivists, Joe tanco and ate Schwartz. In all,
the two alumni compiled and archived over r,ooo
issues.
Besides its pleasing design, a great advantage
of the website is in its accessibility. To browse
the archive one needs only Adobe Acrobat
Reader. Once a user downloads an issue to their
hard drive, they can view the issue with this software.
An issue ft.le may contain from 4-40 images, ranging
in size from rMB to 3-5MB. The reader can scroll
up and down the pages as well as zoom in up to
eight hundred percent. Each file comes equipped
with a content summary that allows viewers to
browse with ease. This summary gives the reader
a table of contents, including headlines, authors
names, cartoons, photography, and artwork.
The Bard Student Newspaper Archive
Project is an invaluable addition to student
resources. To view any part of the project, get
online and go to http://student.bard.edu/observer/
archive. The project is expected to contain at
least four gigabytes of newspaper issue files when
it is co mpleted at the end of this month.

Tivoli News continued
unseating a sixteen-year incumbent and becoming ew York's youngest elected official. Once
on the board, he was quickly chosen to be the
successor of then Tivoli mayor, Woody Kness. As
the time to make a final decision about running
for the position drew near, Marc asked his parents
"if it would be OK" to run. They gave their consent,
and after the fall election of 1994 he was the
youngest mayor in America.
When clarifying this seemingly insular policy
of "hand-picking" the next mayor, Marc explains
that this is "the way we've always worked it. The

village board kind of insulates itself, and for good
reason. You don't necessarily want someone out
of the blue to become mayor ... [If} you are leaving
(office}, you want to at least prepare somebody
and attempt to leave the village in semi-good
hands." From what I understood, in the old days,
this would be called "cronyism." Marc mentioned
nothing about having his successor in mind.
Though he is a registered Republican, he
claims to be "both a conservative and an independent
candidate." He ran as an independent during past
four elections and "hopes" never to make his
party affiliation a reason for running for office.
But as his "set of beliefs . . . fall into the
Republican Party's (pl~tform}," he will be running
as a Republican candidate for the 30th Legislative
District in the next Dutchess County Legislative
election.
The mayor's office is busy these days, dealing
with everything from building and restaurant
proposals to proffering and passing new village
ordinances. Many of these decisions directly
affect Bard students.
When I asked about his feelings concerning
the traditional rivalries between the "townies and
the rich kids," which might be further strained
due to Bard's recent development, he said that
"15% ofTivoli residents are (Bard} students ... I
don't care if you are here for only four months;
you are a resident (to me} ... " According to
Molinaro, Tivoli values the Bard students. "Bard
offers .. . Tivoli a vibrancy and a certainty that we
stay in adolescence . .. I don't want to see us
(Tivoli} revert back into infancy when nothing
occurs in our community ... never allowing anything
to adjust." At the same time, "it's like having your
own bunch of college students that you are
(constantly} worrying about. " Marc says it is
important to develop a tight relationship
between the students and village residents, but
"we foster it in way that demands responsibility

when you (the student) come here ... (to) enjoy
what Tivoli is about." Yet, in fostering these
relations, Molinaro is pragmatic. "I'm not going
to go overboard for people I consider residents."
When the senior citizens leave every winter for
Florida, he doesn't say "Bon voyage; I'll see you
when you get back," so "I am not going to do
anything differently for the students (when they
return from summer break)." In spite of this
"hands-off" policy of fostering closer relations
with Bard and its students, the village office did
have a table at the new student center during L &
T where they handed out Tivoli informational
packets, which read: "On behalf of the Village of
Tivoli-WELCOME BACK!"
Bard
the
with
relationship
His
Administration is, in his opinion, "bettering
itself." Yet he feels that it is though his "open
door'' policy with students that the foundation
for long-term, amiable relations will be laid. "My
door is always open . . . if they (students or
residents) have a complaint or question, we help
them." He pointed to the aftermath of the Tivoli
Bays rapes, four years ago, as an example of the
success of his "open door" policy. "I was dealing
with students everyday, on a regular basis. (The
students) appeared as quickly and as professionally
as any other resident, maybe more so in some
cases."
Today, however, there is no crisis to light the
fues of Bard student activism. I asked the Mayor
about a rumored village ordinance which prohibits
acoustically performed and amplified music after
midnight on weekdays and two a.m. over the
weekends. Molinaro responded by saying,
"Inappropriate noise is inappropriate noise . . .
whatever time of day. But this midnight thing
only pertains to Cafe Pongo, period ... " Yet,
when I asked a local deputy about the ordinance
two weeks ago, he informed me that he was told
. .. continued on next page
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STUDENT NEWSPAPER ARCHIVE

CAMPUS, THE WAY IT WAS: (ObseNer. October 10. 1968) Old Bard ... Where's Olin? ... Kline? ... South Hall? What
happened to all the trees?

Tivoli News concluded
to enforce it and that no specific establishment
was singled out or exempted. There have been at
least two instances of enforcement thus far, both
with different Tivoli restaurants, and neither of
them was Cafe Pongo.
Enforcement of Tivoli's laws and ordinances
falls into the hands of the local contingency of
Sheriffs and Deputies. Tivoli has an officer
patrolling the village for about 30 hours a week at
a cost of $30 per hour. Though 30 hours a week
seems minimal, more than half of those 30 hours
are reserved solely for the IO:oo p.m. to 4:ooa.m.
shifts on the weekends. Still, Marc was unapologetic
when it came to his rationale behind the hourly
delegation to high-volume, student activity
hours. "I don't know how to enforce the laws any
other way. I still have speeders, ... the breaking
of bottles, ... people urinating on front lawns ..
." And when asked about last year's debacle on
Bard's campus in which local sheriffs acted. questionably in attempting to arrest a Black Bard student, an
incident which resulted in allegations of police
brutality, Marc replied, tacitly avoiding any
condemning remarks regarding the officers'
actions, "I wish someone at either Bard or the
Sheriffs office would have called me to let me
know what happened." It was apparently a couple
of days after by the time he heard of the incident.
"I would have pulled the police from the street
those next couple nights and would have possibly
hired a less-threatening .. . less potentially explosive
enforcer." As it happened, no unrest materialized
from the officer's presence, but, Marc admits
that, "the possibility was there. We'll never see
the officers involved in that incident here again,"
he promises. Nevertheless, there will always be
an officer on duty whenever the students come
out to play.

ST. STEPHEN'S WE SING TO THEE: (Messenger. March. 1899)Ghosts ... howling wind .. . darkness. In the olden days Bard was a
spooky place as these drawing show.

UNSUSPECTING "VIRGINIA-REEUNERS": (Bardion. December
15. 1945) Moments after this dance concluded. cops busted
three moan-shiners just outside the building where the
dance was held; the owner of the property said he
believed the stilllers were ·washing Ice-cream cans·

FUN OUTSIDE OF STONE ROW: (Observer. May 15. 1968)
Frolicking on Bard campus has continued up until the
present day
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. .. an then there was the F acuity Semin ar

beards and tweedy birds; a briefcase here, a cloth
tie there, and one discreet looking woman toward
IF IT LOOKS LIKE A MULE, walks like a mule, the front with her hair cinched up and pinned
and sounds like a mule, chances are it is creative like a violin.
nonfiction. Or the literary essay. Both are examples
There were also a few students like me.
of sterile offs pring, in my opinion, neither horse Before the talk even began, a little verbal skirmish
nor ass. But on Wednesday, October 6th at ensued when Aciman, already a veteran essayist
nop.m. I had a pleasant surprise. T he date on memory, promised never to talk about it again.
marked the inauguration of this year's Faculty "I'll remember that," a voice was heard saying from
Se minar, where Andre Aciman presented his the audience. "As long as t don't forget," quibbled
multi-generic paper on memory.
Aciman. It was going to be a good hour.
And no students allowed.
Drawing from his own experience on returning
J ust what is the Faculty Seminar? Is it anything to Cambridge many years after studying in graduate
like our seminars? More than curiosity prompted school there, Aciman explored his nostalgia for
me to attend the lecture, but also an eagerness to that town and how it resembled his bittersweet
hear Andre Aciman, who is both a gifted writer memories of native Alexandria upon his arrival in
and a vibrant speaker.
New York City. His essay is a compelling study
Since I was a mere student, I was coached of how our mnemonic registers in a work-a-day
that afternoon to enter Olin 102 with an air of life, such as smells and cities, capturing different
entitlement. So rarely does a student catch a time-periods and people, and are themselves part
glimpse of the faculty together in a small room. of a larger habit of remembering our own
Instead, I decided simply to ask Aciman for his memories-summed
up
in
the
term,
permission. He was flattered anyone would want "re-memorating," coined by Aciman.
to hear him in the first place. I was in.
One deligh tful episode in particular from
And the room was just what I had expected. Aciman's essay was when he was shanghaied into
Some professors sat, comfortable and tolerant, writing a paper on Wordsworth for a girl in college.
while others looked a bit hen-pecked. There were And what would memory be without
By Aeron Kopriva

By lan Dreiblatt

T H E ANTE in the international
st ruggle
over
the
fate
of
Philadelphia journalist, ex-Black
Panther, and MOVE-supporter
M umia Abu-Jamal was irrevocably
upped on Wednesday, October 13th.
O n this day, conservative Governor
T om Ridge signed, for the second
time, his death warrant, a move
desc ribed by journalist C. Clark
Kissinger as "a political (one}
designed to mislead the people and
press the courts." The signature
came only nine days after the U.S.
Supreme Court's denial of his petition
for a Writ of Certiorari, and was
followed on ·the fifteenth by
Mumia's long-expected petition to
the federal district court for a Writ
of Habeas Corpus. But the federal
district judge who assigned the case
is not required under t he Anti-

Terrorism and Effective Death
Penalty Act of 1996 to grant Mumia
a hearing. An international community
of activists-several Bard students
among them-took to the streets on
the 14th and xsth, culminating in a
"March for Justice" in Philadelphia
on the x6th.
"It seemed pretty successful
given the amount of time given to
put
it
together,"
remarked
Sophomore Margaret Von Vogt. "I
think the amount of people (from
Bard} that went was small, but their
attitude was very positive." Senior
Chris Teret remarked, "I was glad
that I went, because I feel like it's
important to go, but I felt frustrated
by the boundaries that those kinds
of demonstrations are forced to stay
within." He also added, "I think that
. . . there would've been a lot more
people there if it hadn't been reading
week."

Wordsworth? In his Prelude, after all, he writes of
"those curious props I On which the perishable
hours of life I Rest on each other."
As is the case with all good writers, Aciman's
essay inspired more questions than it did answers.
The Q&A period after the formal talk was, in its
own way, an interesting part of the Faculty
Seminar. To start, everybody seems to be writing
memoirs . W idely known for his own memoir Out
ofEgypt, Aciman was sympathetic.
But what impressed me most about Aciman
was his intellectual honesty about the dangers
and pitfalls that surround the task of writing
about yourself. N amely, the danger of not admitting
one's own postures. He distinguished between a
memoir and a document, specifically highlighting
the memoirist's need to embellish, suppress and
sentimentalize.
In short, the lie of literature I can't live
without. He frustrated my former ambivalence
toward the biographical essay. But anyone who
has talked with Aciman knows his passion and
language are alibis to a life of furtive selfevaluation. As a student info rmer at the first
Faculty Seminar this year, I am proud to say it
was the Academy at its best.

The challenging decision also
brought more shoulders to the
wheels of action here at Bard, pushing
organizations like the Student Labor
Coalition, the Student Action
Collective, and the recently-formed
Refuse & Resist! of Greater Red
Hook into high gear. Immediately
fo llowing the decision, R & R!
issued a statement that they are
"working to galvanize, mobilize, and
in general rally all the troops. " Susie
David of the Labor Coalition stated
following the March in Philadelphia,
"Our plans-which include our
energy and our money- will go
mostly to getting bodies to protests,
and education-although I feel like
it's getting late at this point." She
also added, "Mumia is just one of
three or four things we organize per
semester."
Much of Bard's activist community seems to agree, too, that largerscale action is needed. First-year
activist Khalil Huffman seemed to
speak for many a huddled mass in
noting, "I'm sure if more people·
knew (About the . specifics of the
Mumia case} on campus we would
get a response, with more people
wanting to be involved ... I don't
know what it's going to take .. . for
me, it was seeing (Murnia documentary
A Case For Reasonable Doubt?}."
Freshman Emma Ferguson agreed:
"I think that there's a large portion
of the community that isn't
informed enough to get involvedinformation doesn't get out with
enough advance notice or to a large
enough crowd."
All activists do seem to agree
about o~e thing, put ap tly by
Fresh man Cinta Cont i-Cook: "I
don't think people at Bard realize
the urgency of the situation-which

is understandable because the situation has been urgent for 18 years."
T here seems to be a defmite consensus that now's the time fo r anyone with a ragged, long-standing resolution to become active to finally
do so, and there are plenty of
resources available to such students.

Many agree that the Student Action
Center, in the basement of the old
gym, offers a good space for organizational planning. Among other clubs,
the Labor Coalition meets there on
Wednesdays at 6 P .M. Refuse &
Resist! holds weekly meetings on
Mondays at 8 P .M . in t he Stupid
Center.
As for the future-it pro mises
to be busy, both for the Bard activist
community and for Mumia.
Whatever the decision of the federal
district court, it can be expected to
be appealed, whether by Mumia or
by the Commonwealth, to the
Federal 3rd Circuit Court of
Appeals-though by this time, no
new evidence will be admissible, and
only trial transcripts will be
reviewed. The Student Labor
Coalition intends to focus its
attentions on arranging transportation
to protests. Refuse & Resist! is
planning a fundraising dinner prepared
by students at the Culinary Institute
of America and an event at 9 P.M.
on November 4th in the Stupid
Center Multi-Purpose Room.
Performers will include poet Tony
Medina, several members of the
MOVE organization, Revolutionary
Communist Party spokesperson
Carl Dix, poet Bob Holman, and
MC Ninja Blades. Anyone interested in performing (poets, DJs, MCs,
B-Boys, dancers, &c.) can contact
R&R! at refusebard@hotmail.com.
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Douglas Gordon's "Someone Said
Soffietime" Open for Interpretation
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Modernist tendencies and evidence of Truth at the latest CCS exihit
sense of the word) of the work is almost completely
blocked. The viewer is forced to turn away from
thinking about the piece on these terms, and
instead to consider it simply as evidence of an
event. One could say this is similar to the modernist
tendency to look at a painting simply as evidence
of its own creation but Gordon has taken the
event out of the self-reflexive world of art.

By Huffa Frobes-Cross

THE CALENDAR 2ooo project at the CCS
plays like a hit parade of art stars of the Eighties
and Nineties. With almost every big name
imaginable competing for the viewer's attention
it is difficult to focus on any one piece. Despite
that, Douglas Gordon's "Someone Said
Sometime" caught my eye. It is a framed fax of a
handwritten note that reads, "remember me." It
is a piece from an extended series of works €
Gordon made by sending messages to people in
the art world. I had never heard of Douglas a
~
Gordon, however, my ignorance did not hinder ~
my ability to engage this piece. I had a number of 8
personal as well as intellectual reactions to it,
none of which I felt the need to justify or, more
precisely, to compare with what Gordon may
have intended my reaction to be.
The only thing an art object can give in the
way of truth, it seems, is evidence of its own creation.
"Someone Said Sometime" takes full advantage of
this small claim by using it to create a piece that
is at once completely opaque and engaging. '" lila with Stones'' by photographer Joan Jonas. another featured piece at the most recent CCS exhibit
"Someone Said Sometime" says almost nothing
but gives the viewer all the more ability to engage
The ability of an artist to speak to his viewer
it by virtue of its silence.
is almost anachronistic in today's art world. An
·The piece is essentially a statement and a art object is no longer thought to be able to contain
correlative proof of its truth. Someone said a specific innate content. The artists themselves
sometime: "remember me," and here's the fax to have been separated from the art that they produce
prove it. There is no description here. You have so that speculation about the artist's intent
the fax itself, not a painting or a photograph of it. becomes irrelevant as well. The artist is left in a
Moreover, there is no attempt to add content to difficult place unless he gives up the idea that he
this singular statement. Gordon chooses to must speak to his viewers and that he has something
reserve commen t, giving no clues as to what he important to say to them. This is exactly what
might "mean" by creating this piece. The prob- Gordon does with "Someone Said Sometime."
lematic road to attempting to discern the artist's This piece makes a very modest yet very rare
... continued on page 9
intention or the "content" (in the traditional claim to
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Great Concert . . . Shame about the Outage
Woodstock Chamber Orchestra performance cut short as power failure leaves concertgoers and performers in the dark
reflective side. The orchestra set
this tone well, with a strong, lyrical
PICTURE THE SCENE. In Olin performance by the cellos. The faster,
Hall, an orchestra is playing to an light-hearted passages felt rather slowaudience that practically fills the moving, probably because the players
auditorium. Their attention is were not really familiar with the
focused on a solo clarinetist at the music after a short rehearsal program.
In contrast to their slightly hesfront of the stage, who is holding
the audience spellbound with her itant rendition of the Mendelssohn
beautiful playing. Minutes later, a piece, the orchestra sounded confipower outage plunges the entire
campus into darkness.
The orchestra brought
That's what happened on the
out the darker, more
evening of Wednesday, September
reflective side of "A
29, when the Woodstock Chamber
Orchestra came to Bard. But at Midsummer Night's
least we got to hear some wonderful Dream"
music before the lights went out.
The orchestra put in a top perfor- dent, enthusiastic and professional
mance under the baton of Bard in Mozart's Concerto for Clarinet in
music professor Luis Garcia-Renart. A. The star of the show was Sara
First on the program was Phillips, a clarinet soloist in her final
Mendelssohn's "A Midsummer year at Bard, who produced a winning
Night's Dream". Although the performance of one of the great
from works in the clarinet repertoire. In
scenes
depicts
piece
Shakespeare's best known comedy, the sublime second movement, in
Mendelssohn's orchestral suite particular, she showed the qualities
expresses the play's darker, more that earned her the first Bard
By Matthew Richards

College Hudson Valley
Chamber Music Circle
Award for Outstanding
Music Majors.
Within months of
writing his "Clarinet
Concerto" the young
Mozart died a sudden
and untimely death.
Maybe the choice of
program was a bad
omen, because the
concert

suffered

a

similar fate. As the
audience gathered for
refreshments

during

the interval, the power
outage

struck.

f

The

second half, which was
to feature Beethoven's

~

ft.
Senior Sara Philips: Clarinet soloist featured on the evening
of September 29

Eighth Symphony, never happened.
Conductor Luis Garcia-Renart was
disappointed-Olin Hall is the best

the words of Concertmaster Susan
Rafkind, the members of the
orchestra "were all really looking

venue that the orchestra has available
to play, and it was a pity not to be

forward to the Beethoven". Power
problems aside, concert-goers thor-

able to make the most of it. And in

oughly enjoyed what they had heard.
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Random Reviews: Vol. 3
From Stereo lab to the Wu- Tang Syndicate

By Scott Staton

FEW WOULD ACTUALLY BITCH about a
new Stereolab release. People rest easy in the
knowledge that Stereolab do a certain thing and
they do it well, their work colored by occasional
stylistic nuances provided by various friends and
musical acquaintances. That being the case, so
long as they basically do the same thing they can
do no wrong. The usual suspects help out on
Cobra and Phases Group Play Voltage in the Milky
Night. John McEntire and Jim O'Rourke split
production duties, the latter also contributing
string arrangements, and Sean O 'Hagan from the
High Llamas plays some keyboard and arranges
horns. The result is an album that abandons the
explicitly electronic aspect of the previous Dots &
Loops in favor of developing a more organic jazzy
style. It opens promisingly enough with "Fuses".
Drummer Andy Ramsey delivers a more interesting
rhythmic backbone than usual, with Chicago
mainstay Rob Mazurek (Isotope 217) blowing his
cornet all crazy-like over the bashing. The group
pursues this jazz element to great effect on other
tracks, such as the first single "The Free Design,"
which is driven by a piano motif that somewhat
recalls the Charlie Brown theme. The album has
many interesting parts-the Steve Reich-like
"Blue Milk" is a definite highlight-and
O'Rourke's arrangements are suitably compelling
(although the distinction between his production
and McEntire's is slight to the point of
nonexistence), but the album eerily fails to completely connect. Moments, such as when
O'Hagan helps out with shamelessly Beach Boysinspired chord progressions, are grating and distancing when viewed in light of their glaring
resemblance to his other group's work (expect
the similarities to be reciprocal when the High
Llamas' Snowbug is released Oct. 26), and the
group's trademark harmonies and "ba ba ba"
refrains ensure the absence of sentimental emotion
through the calculated neutrality of their delivery.
These facets of the group's work have always
been present, but their relentlessness has begun
to characterize Stereolab as a colder and more
detached outfit than perhaps is actually the case.
They're huge and endlessly listenable, and few
would say otherwise. The only problem is that
what they do may begin to seem just a little unremarkable and distanced. Just a little.
The kids love the Make Up. Perhaps no
band encapsulates what it means to be idealistic
and indie more fully and coolly than this rhetoricspewing, hip-shaking group, which seems to
effortlessly wed the religious, political, and sexual
with a grace sorely lacking from the work of most

of their scenester peers. Their reputation has
always rested principally on the strength of their
shows (the first two Make Up albums were,
necessarily, live), and their studio output has
rarely matched the consistency or intensity of
their live chaotic aesthetic (they play Bard
October 22). Last year's In Mass Mind, produced
by Royal Trux under the alias Adam & Eve, was
the group's first truly distinguishing studio long
player, and the singles compilation I Want Some
made the case for the group as a singles act as well
as a live act. Save Yourself, the group's sixth album
in four years, is their most consistent to date, and
is further proof of their tireless work ethic.
Produced this time around by guitarist!keyboardistJames Canty, the group's fusion of soul,
Sixties garage, punk, and gospel fmds more articulate
expression, leaving room for more musical texture
than
has
been
present
on
previous
recordings. A thick reverby bass slinks around
falsetto incantory vocals on the opening title track
before the funky as hell "White Belts" kicks into
gear, and Canty indulges in some welcome guitar
noise on the otherwise soulful "The Bells." The
songs are more fully developed and Svenonius'
lyrical and vocal identity are further refmed ("I
am pentagon I which side are you gonna be on?'}
The album closes with an eight-minute version of
"Hey Joe" that develops from a pretty standard
interpretation to a full on rave up, even squeezing
a phone conversation between Joe and his
estranged love on the way. One of the hardest
working bands in the rock underground, the
Make Up deliver once more. As Svenonius puts
it, "I wanna be a big fish in a small pond." The
Make Up are just that, royalty to their scene.
The Radar Bros. first surfaced in 1996 with
a self-titled debut album on the Restless label,
which pegged them as members of the slowcore
movement associated with bands such as Low and
Codeine. The trio, led by Jim Putnam, disappeared for a bit and has now reemerged on
esteemed Scottish label Chemikal Underground

01 Dirty Basford: Profane. misogynistic. brilliant . . better than
Stereolab. Album of the year???

(Arab Strap, Mogwai). Distributed in the US on
the newly-formed indie See Thru Broadcasting,
The Singing Hatchet fmds the group's meditative
melodies and somber moods wedded to a decidedly
back-porch, country fee~ not altogether dissimilar
to fellow brothers Palace and Pernice. Not as
Appalachian as the former nor as coyingly pop as
the latter, the work on The Singing Hatchet, driven
chiefly by piano and guitar, strikes a pleasant balance
between the two. The country-ish arrangements
complement the material very well, and the

double-tracked harmonies and subtle touches of
synthesizer and horns add to the warmth of the
album. While the music is hushed, the melodies
are majestic, and such highlights as "Shifty Lies,"
"Shoveling Sons," and "Open Ocean Sailing" are
remarkably expressive. Agreeable left-field
delights such as this should be appreciated for the
distraction they provide from albums that do
everything short of preaching their worth. This
unassuming gem is the Radar Bros.' obscure
invitation to disengage from pretense and wallow
in minor-chord songcraft.
A most formidable hip-hop institution, the
Wu Tang Clan has made an art (and a living) of
digitizing rap and routinely exploiting a large,
loyal audience with a continual flood of new
product. This year alone has seen the release of
countless Wu products, among them the Wu
Syndicate debut, Genius /GZA's Beneath the
Surface, and more recently, the Method
Man/Redman collaboration, the Inspectah Deck
debut, and the new 01' Dirty Bastard. You'd
think the Wu would run the risk of spreading
itself thin, but the latter two releases are perhaps
the freshest product the Clan has released since
last year's Bobby Digital album. Inspectah
Deck has always been one of the more low-profile Wu Tang members, but he finally steps up
with Uncontrolled Substance. Handling much of the
production duties (he did some fine work on the
aforementioned GZA album), this debut really
pegs lnspectah Deck as one of the Wu's more
articulate wordsmiths. His impressive delivery
and flow do his pure lyricism much justice. After
a brief intra, the album kicks in party style with
"Movas & Shakers" (one of two RZA-produced
tracks), a solid combination of steady beats, a
golden bassline and punchy, declaratory horns.
This strong opening sets the pace for an impressively consistent work, which includes the seductive "Femme Fatale," an Indy 500-style lyrical
showdown ("The Grand Prix," featuring U-God
and Streetlife), and the manifesto- like
"Longevity." Inspectah Deck's debut doesn't
bother weighing itself down with excessive guest
appearances or collaboratory efforts; instead it
succeeds on its own merits, namely a rare autonomy
of expression and enlightened verbal talent.
Inspectah Deck has a lot to say and he's waited a
long time to say it. Nothing should keep us from
listening.
While Uncontrolled Substance gives the W u
Tang machine some much-needed fresh momentum,
it is nevertheless overshadowed by figurehead 01'
Dirty Bastard's second album, N***a Please.
What is it about this man that makes him a
genius? He has become better known over the
past couple of years for his numerous run-ins with
the law, having been arrested on charges ranging
from unlawful possession of a bullet-proof vest to
unlawful possession of crack cocaine. His time is
spent in and out of courthouses all over the country,
and yet ODB, the Clan's unmercifully outrageous
clown, manages to record an album that just
exudes greatness. The reason is simple: he's thriving
on the madness , a madness so true and fucked it
demands aural communication. Simply put, 01'
Dirty Bastard is the closest thing we have to a
true punk star; it's not about what he's got to say
but simply his personality, its intensity, and the
degree to which the rwo meld into a mind... continued on page 9
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Bard Gam elan Stirring Up
Rhy thm s in the Moo n Roo m

Music Reviews continu ed

blowing, often perverse statement. ODB trims
the fat to an uncommon extent on this album,
dispensing with cumbersome intros, skits, and
what have you, keeping the disc to a tight 12
tracks (plus an unlisted 13th). Produced deftly by
Percussive Balinese music, imported via Woodstock, finds a place at Bard
the Neptunes (who also produced some of the
new Noreaga), it opens with Chris Rock
requires a wealth of knowledge, anyone with a
By Ryan Wheeler
introducing us to Dirty and the wild ride ahead
sense of meter can begin playing.
("I'm in the wrong place, at the wrong motherIn its native Bali, the music of the gamelan
ON A TUESDAY EVENING, the sound
fucking time, with the wrong motherfucki ng
generated in Olin's Moon Room permeates the accompanies festivals and rites throughout the man!''). Next thing you know the theme to TJ
air surrounding the building. Rhythmic thumps year. Each of the tones played has a significance Hooker gets sampled and sped up on the insanely
and tonal clangs waft into the ear of the library- in terms of its color, directions, and the deity magnificent "I Can't Wait," driven by ODB's
goer and the security guard alike. The wall of with which it is associated. While the music is escalatingly maniacal mantra "Big Baby Jesus I
percussive music rises and swells as sympathetic ~
can't wait I Nigga fuck that I can't wait!'" In the
parts are added in progression. The casual listener ~
same track you hear a woman coo "Dirty your
~
or
exhibit,
photography
may imagine a multimedia
crazy' I'm crazy about your music! You nutcase,
a collection of dispossessed students wielding cook- ~
you fucking nutcase!" She speaks the truth.
~
the
to
journey
A
spoons.
wooden
ODB's delivery remains unmatched, a continuous,
ing-pots and
undiscipline d barrage of spontaneous spits,
Moon Room itself, however, rewards the casual
Olin
explanation.
and growls. Moments of soulful, sometimes
different
screams,
a
quite
listener with
near-falsetto vocalizing, as on the cover of Rick
houses a Balinese orchestra within its walls, and,
James' "Cold Blooded" and "Good Morning
on Tuesday evenings, some twenty to twenty-five
Heartache," are fantastic treats, and catchy choruses
people gather to practice the gamelan.
are all over the place. In spite of the fact that this
Gamelan, the classical music of Bali, and the
man is obviously mad and dangerous and so forth,
close cousin to music throughout the Philippines,
this release is a Wu classic up there with Enter the
is a spare yet heavy arrangement of percussive
Wu Tang . .. and Liquid Swords. He's bigger than
instruments that produce powerful metallic
any trouble he inflicts on himself, and he won't
euphony. There are hand drums, standing gongs,
be broken anytime soon. His unapologetic attitude
an array of metallophones, and a series of hammerand in-your-face sensationalism transcends its
struck bells. There are about twenty-five instrucommodification: "Radios play this all day everyday
ments in all. Only five musical notes in a scale are
I Recognize I'm a fool and you love me." This raving,
represented, and the entire orchestra acts as a
funky release is extraordinary, perhaps even the
single unit. The gamelan inspires unity by its very PREPARING TO JAM: The Bard Gamelan class readies its elabalbum of the year. He may be the Wu Tang's
orate instrumental array
nature: the instruments are carved and forged by
deranged clown, but it's clear ODB is enjoying
hand as a set, and they can only be played with distanced from its cultural import in America,
the last laugh. You don't want to fuck with him,
one another. The set has its own appearance and orchestras are commissioned and imported so
then.
its own tuning. The musicians play parts of a that they might play here. Bard's orchestra came
the
cyclical rhythm, with the drummers acting as to us from Gary Kivestad, who conducted
role as a
organizers and conductors. Here there is no first orchestra in Woodstock for some ten years truth, and at the same time forsakes its
artist
the
between
December.
ion
in
facilitator of communicat
fiddle and no departmental rivalry; each instrument before donating it to the college
a weekly and the viewer. By doing this "Someone Said
is as important as the others, and all lose importance The gamelan is presently taught on
weeks Sometime" is capable of functioning in any context
four
to
three
in the face of the predominant rhythm. Pairs of basis; as a general rule, some
that doesn't
instruments are tuned together-tw o metallo- are required for the musicians to perfect a given and loses none of its power in a world
this fax
found
you
If
believe in inherent content.
phones become an indivisible unit. Slight composition.
While all places in the gamelan orchestra are lying in the gutter it would be just as meaningful
purposeful aberrations in tuning elicit a shimmering
inflection from the notes played, and higher filled, the activity offers much to an audience as as it would on the wall of an art gallery.

CCS Exhibit continu ed

notes are used to decorate and elaborate the basic well. Should you take interest in the music, simply
melody that the bass will carry. The effect is a stand in or near Olin on any Tuesday night and
resounding, driving sound punctuated with peals allow some time to listen. Gamelan affirms in us
of brass. For the uninitiated, the appeal of the that which makes us human: our ability to accord
gamelan lies in its accessibility. The preened despite our obvious differences, our desire to create
virtuosity of the classical orchestra, a discourageand accomplish, and our capacity for hitting
ment to the nascent musician, finds no inlet here.
things with sticks.
While the training and conducting of gamelan

Setting the Pace
in Cyberspace
www.webjogger.net
196 West Kerley Corners Rd.
Tivoli, NY 12583
(914) 757-4000

INTERNET SERVICES

WHAT IS LA EMBEZZLER?
La Embezzler is a student-run humor publi-

cation that operates independe ntly of the
Bard Observer, but that is published along
side it. It bears its own copyright completely independe nt of the Observer's.
Submissions are welcome through campus
mail, to ''the Embezzler", and its Editor-InChief is Nick Jones.

~Beverage~

Way
Beer and Soda
Supermarket
Rt. 9 Rhineb eck
- -1
- 876-227

Rt. 9 Red Hook

758-0541
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Superstar Scores
By Anne Matsiewicz
I didn't exactly go to a lot of trouble to see

Superstar, but, granted, I went to more trouble
than I probably would have for, say, American
Beauty or many of the other fine movies recently
produced by the film industry. This is because I
really, really, really like Elaine Hendrix.
Elaine Hendrix, like Troy Evans, is quite the
gifted and charming actress who is currently
being typecast up the wazoo. While Troy Evans
plays a cop in every single movie ever, Elaine
Hendrix plays a bitch. You may remember her as
the reformed bitch of Romy and Michelle's High
School Reunion or, if you had the dubious fortune
of watching it, as the unrepentent bitch in the
remake of The Parent Trap. In Superstar, she takes
her bitchiness to even greater heights: as Evian,
high school cheerleader and girlfriend of football
team captain Sky (Will Ferrall), she looks terrifyingly more evil than Alicia Silverstone. Adorned
with an inexplicable mop of ringlets, she steals
every scene she's in. Yes, yes, yes, Elaine Hendrix
is a true artist, and we should all be thankful that
such an extraordinary person exists and walks the
face of this planet.
But enough. The real center of the movie is
Molly Shannon as the gawky, hormone-soaked
Mary Catherine Gallagher. She has longed since
childhood to be a superstar so someone will give
her a real Hollywood kiss, and she has selected
Sky as her ideal suitor. The only thing wrong with
this is that she's a nobody in her Catholic high
school and everybody hates her except Sky, who
has no idea that she exists.
Mary Catherine sees her chance for greatness in the form of her school's "Let's Fight

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Venereal Disease" talent show, the winner of
which will go to Hollywood and win the chance
to star in a movie which depicts positive moral
values (we all know there's no such creature,
right?). Her ensuing struggles with Evian over
whether or not she can sign up for the show land
her in special ed. class, where her classmates
include a creepy silent guy, a devil-obsessed
chick, a boy who does everything five times, a kid
who is continually high despite never having
taken drugs, and the girls' basketball team's star
player, who becomes her new best friend.
I'm going to just come right out and tell you
the end. It doesn't matter. Nobody goes to SNL
movies for the plot. Despite Evian's attempts to
stop her, Mary Catherine wins the talent show.
She collects her kiss from Sky, but prefers the
attentions of the silent creepy guy. She also finds
out that, rather than having been eaten by sharks,
her parents wer~ stomped to death in a stepdancing competition-Micha el Flatley haters ,
take note. And she meets God, in the form of her
subconscious idea of what God is: a stoner/surfer
dude who likes her CD player.
The ratio of jokes that work to jokes that
flop is more or less 3:2, but the jokes I laughed at
were so weird that there was really nothing to do
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but laugh. To put that another way, not once during
the movie did I get distracted and wonder why a
comedy would have so many previews for heavy
drama flicks. The best parts of the ftlm involve
Mary Catherine talking to her breasts, the hopelessly shallow Sky, God getting teary over a happy
ending, and physical comedy involving trees, stop
signs, salad, martial arts movies, a particularly
unfortunate banana, and a truly bizarre bit with
Mark McKinney (of Kids in the Hall fame) and a
piece of toast.
There are a few things about Superstar that
earn the film respect. For example , Molly
Shannon I is now thirty-four. You can tell.
Fortunately, every other single person in her high
school is at least twenty-five. The dance
sequences, especially Mary Catherine's, are horrible, with the exception of one near the middle of
the film which is pretty cool. And then there's the
reference to Armageddon, which I still giggle over.
I would reccommend Superstar if you're a big
fan of someone in the film. If you're not, it's a
decent way to pass the time provided you don't
pay more than five dollars. The critics are rolling
their eyes; Augustine is probably puking in his
grave. But I liked it.

SU220i3 1r ':'0Ui3 acaDEM IC i31GI-t1rS
LJD '::'DU FeeL Lll<e '::'CUi\_ LJe?a~rMeNT
LJCeS NC,r SU??D~r '::'OUF\_IN, rei\_eSTS?
At the October 20th Forum, the Student Association formed a sub-committee to take
action on the issue of funding for student-run academic clubs. Students have claimed that
departments do not support their interests, that they have no voice in financial matters
liuch as funding for conferences, speakers, events, etc., and feel that the money should not
come from student activity fees through the Convocation Fund and Planning Committee.
The Sub-Committee for Student Academic Funding is currently looking for interested
students to get involved. If you are interested in helping, supporting, etc., please contact:
Angela Ross (x4439, ar735), Matt Chiocca (x4303, mc777) or Chris Pappas (x4088,
cp669), co-chairs of the Committee, as soon as possible.
doors slam shut stubbing my toe and bruising my
already fragile ego.
I'm starting to think that I'm doomed to a
lonely life of obsessively cruising t he produce
aisles, in search of ripe, oversize fruit. What can I
do? Should I pursue the "straight" boys and hope
for a miracle? Should I date a girl? Help me,
please!
Just a Sad Gay Boy

Dear Sad Gay Boy,
As a doctor I've been well-trained in the fine
art of separating my emotions from my work, but
your letter hit a nerve. This may have to do with
the fact that I have experienced similar feelings
during my college days. Back then though, we
were all in t he closet. O ddly enough, gay sex was
rampant, what with all the ass-slapping in the
I never thought that I'd have to stoop this locker room and perverse hazing rituals. Once the
low, but attending Bard has made me descend to alcohol wore off though, we could all happily
new depths of romantic despair. I can't eat or return to the comfortable repression we were so
sleep, but thank God I can still drink. I spend my used to, conveniently forgetting the last night's
class time doodling hopelessly phallic shapes. I've escapades. Frankly, I loved being in the closet,
started investigating the alternative uses of since that was the only time in my life that I ever
melons. It's cold season and I'm almost out of got laid. In my opinion, gay liberation was the single
biggest disaster to ever occur in my sex life. But
Kleenex. Basically, I'm in a sad, sad state.
My romantic alienation is compounded by my problems aside, I think I understand what you
the fact that I'm a gay male. The last time I are going through.
Perhaps sharing a story can illustrate your
checked there were about five openly gay men at
Bard. I emphasize their openness because I'm plight. A friend of mine repeatedly observed several
convinced that there are many more who are drunk boys dancing in a local bar. At around four
comfortably snoozing in their closets. in the morning they were known to engage in an
Occasionally I think I see them peeking out at odd ritual, tossing shirts to the wind and dancing
me, making smoochy noises and beckoning me like it was 1999. One boy, the erstwhile wild
closer. Upon my approach, however, their closet child, had his own peculiar dance step that he

taught to the others. It was known as the "gay-not
gay", a dance that involved guys thrusting their
pelvises towards each other for a few seconds,
then retreating into the relative safety of their
"straight space". Now the observer, a straight
female, couldn't help but speculate about what
was really going on. Were these blatantly
homoerotic events merely the results of coincidence?
Or did these boys feel freer to explore their
"tendencies" while under the influence of alcohol?
No one will ever know, and in that fac t lies the
solution to your problem.
Maybe these boys are gay, maybe they aren't.
Maybe they're victims of a culture that emasculates
those who don't live up to a certain stereotype of
masculinity. Maybe they're just drunk, horny, and
confused. In any case, it is not worth pining over
someone who is not willing to admit to what he is.
You have to realize that Bard is a lonely bubble
for almost everyone, gay or straight, and that
things will improve once you are free from it's
confines. It's true that your options are even limited due to the small number of openly gay men
on campus, but the sooner you broaden your
search, the better off you'll be. Might I suggest
some off-campus dives I still frequent, in spite of
my old age? The Phoenix and the Cock and
Dick's Bar are both in NYC and have plenty of
attractive, available, and "unique" offerings. The
Congress in Poughkeepsie is full of strange
breeds of rural gay folk. Prime Time, outside of
Kingston, has lots of old men. So no matter what
your tastes, there is someone out there who's just
right for you. So buck up there, pardner, there's
light on the horizon ( even if it's still light-years
away).
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Buffy Slays Vampires, Audiences
Buffy transcends obscurity to become one ofthe most talked about shows on television

By Kathy Salerno

NOWADAYS, MOVIES RARELY spawn
successful TV spin-offs; movie-inspired shows are
usually about as successful as Big on Broadway.
Keeping this in mind, I was quite skeptical upon
first viewing an episode of the WB Network's
Buffy the Vampire Slayer, based on the 1992 movie
of the same name. The movie, starring perennial
favorite Kristy Swanson, sensitive hunk Luke
Perry, and an oddly cast Donald Sutherland, was
hardly a box office smash. The premise of the
movie, a California valley girl who fights vampires,
didn't exactly scream "go" either. Hell, it's no
M*A*S*H. When the series began in 1996, I didn't
pay much attention, scoffing at the idea of such a
hokey endeavor; PeeWee Herman wasn't even in
it. However, upon revisiting the series halfway
through the second season, I found I was dead
wrong. Now, in its fourth season, the most
unlikely of hits has now become one of the more
critically acclaimed shows in recent history, as
well as quite popular among Bard's TV watching
crowd.
The series stars Sarah Michelle Gellar as,
Buffy who is transplanted from Los Angeles to
the fictional town of Sunnydale, after burning
down her high school. Her hopes for a normal life
are crushed when she is approached by Rupert
Giles, played by Anthony Stewart Head, who
informs her of her slayer birthright. He becomes
her "Watcher", a mentor who teaches her the ways
of the slayer. She is befriended by school nerd
Willow (Allyson Harmigan) and her dorky best

friend, Xander (Nicholas Brendan), and makes an
enemy of Cordelia Chase (Charisma Carpenter),
the popular princess of Sunnydale High. Buffy
later meets and falls in love with Angel (David
Boreanaz), whom Buffy later discovers is a vampire
who has been cursed with a soul. Buffy and her
newfound cohorts fight vampires as well as an
assortment of other vicious demons that appear;
as it happens, Sunnydale is located on a
"Hellmouth", the center of all evil in the world. If
this doesn't sound more exciting than tea with
Leon, I don't know what does! (It's certainly
superior to that other Sarah Michelle Gellar
series, the much maligned Swans Crossing, if only
by a little).
Sure, Buffy doesn't appear to be much more
than Saved By the Bell with vampires, but it's
actually an intelligent, extremely well written
show the likes of which television has not seen in
a long time. Buffy may be fighting an army of the
undead, but there's still time for references to
Waiting for Godot. In response to Xander's nonsensical attempt to cheer her up, Buffy replies,
"Thanks for the Dadaist peptalk." Maybe if
Jennifer Love Hewitt had anything witty and
intelligent to say I'd stick around for Party ofFive.
Another major asset to the show is its excellent
cast, most notably Nicholas Brendan's witty nice
guy Xander. In response to an order from Giles,
he replies, "You're not the Watcher of me."
Brilliant. The show's success can definitely be
attributed in part to the quick and clever dialogue,
delivered perfectly by its talented cast. In one
memorable scene, Buffy tells Angel that she feels
overwhelmed by her slayer duties and impending
college decisions. She says, "I feel like that boy
who stuck his fmger in the duck." Angel corrects
her, saying "It's dyke." Buffy looks at him,
shocked and incredulous. "It's another word for
Dam," Angel says reassuringly. Buffy replies, "Oh
... The story makes a lot more sense now."
The series has become a genuine cult hit.
Along with the other youth targeted shows
Dawson's Creek and Felicity, Buffy has raised
the underdog WB closer to major network status.
(There's even the spiffy new "Look at us! We're
the beautiful young people of the WB Network

and we all hang out together a lot!" music video
occasionally played during commercial breaks, a
refreshing change from that weird frog in the
tuxedo that just says "Dubba Dubba Dubba" over
and over again.) Though at times the show borders
on campy, its appeal is not wholly due to its fantasy
aspect. The show itself is conscious of its own
camp value, and its tongue-in-cheek feel is what
saves it from seeming like every other show on
television. At one point, Buffy's mom, in an
attempt to unite the citizens of Sunnydale and
bring an end to the evils of their town, asks,
"How many of you know someone who suffered
neck rupture, or . .. or got skinned?" In addition
to this, often times the creature of the week
becomes secondary to the internal conflicts faced
by the characters themselves. Storylines involving
otherworldly evils serve to provide a background
in which the primary characters tackle very
human issues of love, betrayal, and loss. In the
end, for all the high minded acclaim Buffy
receives, it is still just entertainment. But it's
good entertainment, and what more can we ask
for, really?
Though Buffy has become quite popular, it is
still difficult for devout fans to escape the couch
commentary of doubting non-believers. Bard
fans, unofficially dubbed "The Buffy Club", gather
in the student center every Tuesday at 8:oo p.m.
for our weekly ritual. Such was the situation at
the Oct. 5th premiere, as we all waited to witness
one of the biggest changes Buffy has ever faced.
After battling an evil mayor, saving her high
school class, and watching Angel leave in the season fmale (David Boreanaz has been given his
own series spin-off, Angel, in which he moves to,
appropriately enough, "the city of angels" to "help
people'), Buffy has graduated. The fourth season
opens with Buffy entering her freshman year in
college at the fictional UC Sunnydale, which is
good since we know she'll be there for at least six
years. It promises to be an exciting season, complete with a new love interest for Buffy and the
return of some old enemies. The Buffy Club will
be there, to be sure.

A SLICE OF NEW YORK!

WE DELIVER TO YOUR ROOM!
TIVOLI 757-2000

$2 off with this ad
Good on any purchase of large pizza or dinner
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C ar Ride
or
What does a dream. feel like, anyway?

Car turns into a slow street
no signal no way of knowing
Summertime that feels like peace
reminder of what a baby crying sounds like
I dream this
or rather I attempt to remember a dream
that seems
like this
Lovemaking along the road with excited pulse
and feet secure. Desperate on the radio.
Passion with a kick.
Did you memorize this?
The street should be white so it can be seen at night
and give off the feeling of flight

I make suggestions. I am a moody person.
Park in the shade. I am a serious driver.
Make metaphors with yield signs
The air is so cool I could stay in bed all day
A car accelerates past my house and wakes me.

Katherine Cesario

Michelle Brooks 5·5X7 gelatin print

ME
N arne: Germany.
The United States of America.
Ohio. Saint John's Lutheran Church,
Otwell, Indiana.
Bard College. Upstairs
Eighty-four Broadway,
Tivoli, New York.
Mexico. Emily
Kristina Wahl.

SEPTEMBER x6, 1999
Dark.

ZZZZZAK!!!
Onomatopoeia.

BLECH
Blah boy blah,
Blue blah blah.
Blah blah blah blah and
"Blah, blah, blah, blah," he said.

PO'EM
Krissy Foley 7-5X7·5 gelatin print

Po' Em is under the weather.

Emily Wahl
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Forsythias are not taboo
I can think of trees when I shift

invisible to the normal eye but heightened green is out
this season thus I
reach toward whichever leaves fall
to the ground and turn yellow.
Music in there hears itself and turns again towards the piano
where you wouldn't expect to hear that type
of thing normally to put it mildly
to put it where it goes and go there following
not even the negative mistake machine in the mist
knows how to hear
HOW Asleep the coming seasons are

In time it
emerges from an
intelligent golden
lake: the day with snow
but who. A
mind is
Broadly speaking when
nothing's doing.
system central
T here's only one
chance that fails
the test: it tends to
begin when you motion
to take the pie
It seems to
flow half-heartedly towards success.
& Every

GAME is some kind of web IS FIRST in line in play IS EYES. This
propensity for THE light THE time THE taste of warnings AS THIS is human WE are
OTHER IS the limelight filled with SOUNDS What is SOUND. All I know aPPEARS
TOO bright it PULSATES and IS gone beneath the EYES. DARK IS
YOU. IF
SHE is THE only one ALONE PEOPLE might forget THAT MELODY. Let's take
STEPS to force THE PEOPLE out of hangars waiting to fly when the flights ARE in the
air already OF Summer sounds digestible
SOLIDS Fields Lakes Streams and
M ountains Lakes and mountain streams IS THERE night THERE. I MIGHT walk west
T OO. THERE IS WE. THIS is our evening. ARE you falling LET'S leave. THERE is
ONE answer Life IS ANSWERS BRING ONE. DOES ONE need to fold ones sheets
ARE there ANSWERs that can be drawn from a VOTE
IF so WILL anyone DO
what needs to be done Perhaps in THE forest in THAT MOMENT WHEN ONE MIGHT
least expect it (GALAXY galaxy) INside THAT bALL IS THE
brightest stAR. It
M OVES toward FACT. But this PROBLEM is SUPPOSED to float away from the
POINT. We told THEM to "ignore everything else."
Stuart Krirnko

;
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Bard Rugby in the Midst of a
Winning Season
By Ami Copeland

BARD COLLEGE'S Rugby Football Club
(RFC), suffered their first defeat of the season in
a hair-splittingly close match, 10-7, on October 2
against the favored Sacred Heart RFC of
Connecticut. Within their division, Bard now 2I, sits tied for third place with arch-nemesis
Columbia University with four matches remaining.
The most challenging of these will be against
first-placed Marist College, who just three weeks
ago, crushed Drew University 70-3.
Sunday's game against Sacred Heart was an
important one for Bard, the newest Division II
powerhouse. In their first match facing an
accomplished opponent this season, Bard's RFC
gave a commendable performance. Hampered by
the injury of two starters, low turnout for practices,
and a large number of first-year players, Bard
nonetheless played some of the fmest defense 0
u
seen this season. Sacred Heart was pinned in ~
their own half of the field for nearly 40 minutes <
thanks to the sure-footed kicking of"Superjock,"
Dan Hudak and the relentless work of the forwards.
Only in a last-minute rush was Sacred Heart able
to get far enough down the field to set up the
final, three point, game-winning field goal.
During the first half, though, Bard's offense had a
chance to shine.
Bard started off strong, for the first time in
recorded history, maintaining ball possession and

Cross Country places at
Invitational ...
page 15

Raptors preparing for their
comeback ...
page 13

Women's Soccer team on a three
game winning streak ...
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The Bard Women's
"Tennissance" Continues
By Rafi Rom
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improve individually. Boshnack said, "This year I
hope to become a better player and enjoy myself
at the same time. And I've gotten better already."
Selman is not training the freshman and
other players alone. "There are a lot of people
involved for making a successful program,"
Selman said. He has two assistant coaches, Peter
Angrola and Joseph Cinnott. The two captains of
the team are Ruth Lafond, and number one player

THE BARD WOMEN'S TENNIS team played
a heated game against rival school Sarah
Lawrence. The game ended in a 4-5 loss, though
several matches were very close. Lisa Ashinoff,
one of the star freshmen on the team, won an Laura Coxson.
impressive singles tie-breaker for one of the
For a team full of rookies, Bard Women's
matches. "At a tournament level, three sets in one Tennis, as Julie Clark said, "is doing really well."
match is an unbelievable amount of playing," said Their record for the year so far is 3-2, with a 2-1
the head coach, Fred Selman. The Bard team beat
record in the conference. "I believe we will not do
Sarah Lawrence in doubles, winning two out of
any worse than a 500 season," said Selman. The
the three matches.
entire season will be spent in preparation for the
For this season, Selman describes the team
Hudson Valley Woman's Athletic Conference on
as, "in the rebuilding process." Five people graduated
October 30. The event will be held at the
and three people transferred last year. "To lose
ational Tennis Center in Flushing Meadows.
eight people on a team that sometimes only has
eight people is a big hurt," said Samantha "The team is looking forward to playing on the
Boshnack, one of the freshmen to join the team same courts the finest tennis players on earth just
this season. The team plans to work hard to played a few months ago," Selman said.

(AFE
56-420

using its forwards to keep the pressure on Sacred
Heart's skilled offense. But it was a spectacular
defensive play, the blocking of a Sacred Heart
defensive punt, that allowed Bard to regain
possession deep in their opponent's territory.
Quick to capitalize on their position, serum-half
Mike Starace gave a high pass to Superjock, who,
in turn, performed a stunning, ballet-style, threequarter pivot to protect his leading toss to Super
K against the oncoming defense. Super K, nearly
tripped-up by the then enclosing and frustrated
Sacred Heart defense, smashed through to score
Bard's only try (a 6 point score) of the game. The
move came just before he sustained a hamstring
injury that forced him out of the game. The following extra point was made by Bard's

Men's Rugby: In the midst of their game with Columbia . lost
Sunday

SPORTSINBRIEF
Women's Volleyball
The Bard Women's Volley Team Played strong
defensive games at the Vassar Invitational on
October r. Though the team was defeated by St.
Lawrence College, 3-1, and by state-ranked
Elmira college, the Raptors gave their opponents
a tough match. Earlier in the season, the team
placed an impressive third at the Hudson Valley
Women's Athletic Conference with a record of
2-2. Presently, the team's record is 6-12. Looking
ahead, the Raptors will challenge Ramapo
College at the next home game on October 28.
With Captain Diana Sanchez averaging 2.5 kills
per game and r.6 digs, and Chris Gardner averaging
1.45 kills per game and 1.55 digs, the team expects

a

successful

season.

Middle

blocker

Emma Kreyche, averaging 1.04 kills, also gives
the team an advantage and further hopes for victory.

Intramural Sports
Intramural floor hockey and bowling are
in-season, and the teams are challenged for the
upcoming games. In addition to these sports,
Bard offers intramural co-ree volleyball, indoor
soccer, softball, basketball, table tennis, and badminton. These teams give students the oppo~ty
to participate in a sport without necessarily joining
the official Varsity team. They also allow students
to play a sport that is not offered as an official
team. As the description of Bard intramural
states, "the emphasis [is} placed on participation
and fun."

-Kerry Chance

The Bard Observer

Cross County is smok.
1ng grass
By Jackie LaDuke
THE CROSS COUNTRY TEAM ran to a
comfortable fourth place at the Bard Invitational
with Ken MacLeish and Jenny Erbsen individually
placing in the top ten. While other teams struggled
along Bard's challenging course, cursing its
"cliffs," cross country runners capitalized on
familiarity and experience. Jonas Cohen said,
"Bard has the toughest course to run on because
we have lot of hills. So we had a home field
advantage."
Compared to previous years, this team also
has the advantage of sheer numbers. With a team
of 8 women and 7 men, it is the largest cross
country team in the history of the college. As
Leah Bielski said, "We have a good quality team
but we have too often been brushed-off because
we have not had a full team in the past."
Leading this new, larger team, are veteran
runners and upperclassmen that Bielski describes
as "supportive and understanding." Three runners
have returned from last year including women's
captain Jenny Erbsen, who placed 6th at the Bard
Invitational. Men's captains Mike Lococo an·d
Owen Moldow also hope for some wins this season,
especially after Ken MacLeish's wth place finish
at the Invitational.
The Bard team will be running at Rochester
Polytechnic Institute on October 23, and are
eiq>ecting to place well. Bielski said, "We are
going out to fulfill ourselves and to give the other
teams a run for the money."
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Wom en's Soccer: "Strong·Like
Bull, Sexy Like Wom an"
By Sally Boisvert and Rachel Mahoney
WITH FANS CHEERING, "Strong like Bull,
Sexy like Women," Bard Women's Soccer proved
their strength and grace in their close win over St.
Joseph's College Patchogue on October J. The St.
Joseph's game marks a three-game winning streak
for the Raptors but was challenging to the end.
Only eleven players participated and halfway into the game freshman Sally Biosvert was

THE CHALLENGE OF THE FIELD: The Women ·s Soccer team In
a scrimmage on Thursday

obstacles, senior Kathryn W eissenstein scored
her second goal of the day in overtime for the
win. "We knew it would be difficult game without
the full eleven, but our team plays for one another
and I knew we would come together and win"
said junior Duffy Connolly. This victory leaves
the team only two games short of accomplishing
a 500 record for the season.
The Raptors attribute their success, at least
in part, to the bonds between the teammates and
coaches. Under the leadership of new coach
Matthew Cunniff, and returning assistant coach
Tom McKibbon Vaughn, the players meet each
game and practice with enthusiasm and hard
work. Of Cunniff's contribution to the team this
season Weissenstein said, "Due to the influence
of our English coach, I think we are getting our
"bloody'' act together." Also to the Raptor's
advantage, Captains Sarah Drexler,Jamie Strobel,
and Brianna Norton create a comfortable atmosphere in which the players can excel.
The Bard Women's Team has a home game
against Ramapo College on Saturday October 23
at one in the afternoon and the team hopes to
maintain its reputation as a strong team. "I think

that we can keep up the momentum from this
injured. With the score tied at I-I, and no
winning streak, and continue to do well," sophosubstitutes, the Raptors played the remainder of
the game short one player. Despite these more Melanie Sutherland said.

Men's Soccer Undismayed by Difficult Season Rugby contin ued
By Kerry Chance
SLUSHING THOUGH MUD and puddles on
Albany's field, the Men's Soccer team played a
heated match against long time rivals Albany
College of Pharmacy. The Raptors lost 5-I, blaming
the poor field conditions and what Captain and
veteran sweeper, Ishmael Randall, called, "a mental
and physical breakdown." This game proved a
heavy loss for the team, as Albany is one of the
less skilled opponents Bard will face this season.
Adding to the blow is a string of defeats earlier
this month that left the team disappointed. Still,
the Raptors are determined to improve and make
a comeback

Randall said, "We are better than what was
shown at the (Albany} game ... I expect the
improvements we have made will show in the
upcoming games."
Despite the losses, the team has maintained
enthusiasm, evidenced by their drive to win and
continued membership. In previous years, team
members discouraged by serious losses have quit.
"Our players have a real interest in soccer because
even though we started the season off roughly,
they stuck with the team," said Randall. Also,
compared this past season, the team has stronger
fullbacks and a permanent goalie. Substitutes, in
years before, would often take the position of the
goalie, which hurt the team's chances to win.
This season has not been solely an up-hill
journey for the Raptors. They handed Hampshire
College a devastating defeat on September I9 .
With Brian Foote netting two and dishing the
goal to Azuolas Bagdonas, the team showed its
potential for team communication and success.
For these reasons, the team expects future
wins, and as Cummings said, "hopes to avenge
that loss (against Albany}." With a home field

COACHING THE IRON-SPIRITED: Coach Scott Swere takes a
moment to advise the Men·s Soccer team

Though the players are strong individually,
they have yet to work out the kinks in their team
playing. "Its difficult at Bard where everyone is
such an individual," said sophomore stopper
Daniel Cummings. The problem of teamwork
exacerbated the poor conditions at the Albany
game. Since then, the Captains focused on team
relations and have already seen the results.

advantage, and a better working team, the
Raptors will present a challenge to the
Pharmacists in their next game.
On October I8, the Raptors will play Mount
Saint Vincent who they defeated away last year.
They will also face Suny Purchase on October 23
and Cazenovia College on Halloween. Of upcoming
games, Cummings said, "We've been able to work
togther as a team and now we are goi~g to try to
win together as a team."

punter, Antony Ellis, "Ringo," who also made
three beautiful, game-winning field goals in
Bard's last game against Hofstra University.
The Sacred Heart match was a disappointing
defeat for the team that wanted to be undefeated
this season. As Bard RFC's Co-Captain and
President, Andy "never-say-die" V aryu said after
the match, "As opposed to previous years, we're
no longer looking to play just a 'good' game; now
we're playing to win." But in order to accomplish
this Bard will have to improve its tackling and
increase participation in practices. "We have a
lot of new ruggers this year," said fly-half H udak,
"and the only way we'll be able to close the deal
in games like this is if everyone knows their
positions, knows the plays and, most importantly, if everyone is in shape."
Bard fans, usually boisterous, rambunctious,
and, some say, annoying, did not attend the
Sacred Heart game in large numbers. "Prettyboy'' Jude Fuocadomo shared his critique of the
crowd after the game, "I n order for Bard to win
at home, we need the support of the crowd. They
intimidate the opponents and give us strength.
We feed off our classmates and they feed off of
us."
On Sunday October 17 the Bard RFC played
the Columbia RFC, who was eager for revenge
after losing by one try to Bard last year. Following
that, Bard faces division leader Marist on
October 20 in Poughkeepsie, then Drew at home
on the 24th. Bard's final match against the underdog
Montclair State is tentatively scheduled for
Wednesday the 27th at Montclair.
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NEW WITH LASO

• • •

ON OCTOBER 25TH at 6:oo p .m. in the
Hector Delgado Perez is the official photogCampus Center theater, the Latin American rapher of the Union of Cuban Writers and
Student Organization at Bard College (LASO) Artists (UNEAC) in Havana, Cuba. His phopresents "Divination, Possession, and Healing in tographs have appeared in numerous books, jourAfro-Caribbean Religions," a slide show and nals, and posters around the world and have been
presentation by Hector Delgado Perez and Dr. exhibited in Canada, Mexico, and the United
States.
Margarite Fernandez Olmos.
Professor Olmo's lecture is accompanied by
Dr. Margarite Fernandez Olmos is Professor
of Spanish at Brooklyn College of the City an exhibition of Mr. Perez' photography entitled
University of New York. She is author of numer- Mi Habana. The exhibition will hang from
ous books including Sacred Possessions: Vodou, October 2oth through ovember 1st. An openSanteria, Obeah and the Caribbean and the forth- ing reception will be held immediately following
coming Healing Cultures: Art and Religion As the lecture.
-Ariana Stokas
Curative Practices In The Caribbean and Its
Diaspora.
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TLS

What is The Trustee
Leader Scholar Program?
THE QUESTION S are often asked, "What is
The Trustee Leader .Scholar Program? What do
they do? Why are they here? How can I get
involved?"
The Trustee Leader Scholar Program (TLS)
was created nearly four years ago. The idea was
proposed by Bard administration with the intent
of developing leadership qualities among students. TLS provides an opportunity for motivated students to develop their organ!zational and
management skills. The program is based on a
participatory model of leadership development,
and revolves around student-developed community service projects. Trustees of the college give
TLS members financial consideration.
The program has evolved in many ways since
its beginning. Paul Marienthal, the TLS program
director, commented, "Our philosophy is to
develop effective leaders through practice and
community involvement. We try to bridge the
gap between theory and practice. Through most
projects the goal is to involve as much of the Bard
community and surrounding communities as possible." Marienthal noted that "TLS is an enemy of
apathy in general. Not only should this program
inspire TLS students to make a difference, it also
aims to help them become effective leaders."
While the involvement of the Bard community has been help ful, there is still room for more

participation. Marienthal said, "TLS is not a
secret club. We encourage everyone at Bard to
become a P:U:t of all our projects and growth."
The primary mission of the program is for TLS
students to act as seeds, as catalysts for widespread community involvement. The goal is not
to keep people out of the TLS activities; it is to
bring them in, so everyone can work together for
the betterment of the community.
TLS members are involved in a wide range of
projects, from the construction of the
Community Gardens to Bard's purple bike fleet.
Free Voices, published by The Women's Alliance
and led by TLS member Gretchen Hogue, has
been a great success. Jenny Stackpole has organized student run programs with The Astor
Home for Children, located in Rhinebeck, which
has led to the development of a number ofTLStaught classes and activities there. Recently,
Chris Dapkins, Kerry Downey, and Ting Ting
Cheng initiated a senior citizens writing program.
There is also a volunteer program at The Grace
Smith House, a battered woman's shelter in
'Poughkeepsie, organized by Karen Lamprey. A
trip to Appalachia, to help a poverty-stricken
· community, is being planned for spring break of
this year.
These activities represent a cross-section of
... continued on next page
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South Park Movie and MPAA Standards
By Anne Matusciewicz

homeless man to get them into the R-rated movie
THERE ARE THREE BAD THINGS about of their Canadian heroes, Terrence and Philip.
2. Parents should take better care of their
working in a video store: standing all the time,
listening to customers argue about late fees, and children, rather than pointing fmgers or expecting
the state to do their work for them-in other
carding kids.
Carding was introduced midway through the words, "That state is best which governs least,
summer, and I only got to enforce it a few times, because the people govern themselves. ' Betcha
always to my distress. The only time it actually never heard the whole quotation before, huh? In
resulted in preventing someone underage from SP: BL&U, the parents decide, in the rousing
renting an R-rated video was when two kids were musical number: "Blame Canada," to do just that
forced to put back BASEketba/1, a movie I "before somebody thinks of blaming us."
3· The country, and, by extension , the
enjoyed. But it was food for thought when my
seventeen-year-old brother and I went out to see MPAA, has warped values: children can't hear the
South Park: Bigger, Longer, and Uncut in our local f-word or s-word on television, and sex is frowned
second-run theater, and we were not carded.
time I shudder at
Maybe they were rushed; maybe the fact that I For every
used my college ID to get my student discount the horrible death of an
lulled the them into a false sense of security.
unnamed henchman, cop,
This seemed like a perfect start to an article
security guard, or innocent
discussing the role of the ratings board. We can
even start with the film's title. Formerly South by-stander, there are a
Park: All Hell Breaks Loose, it had to be changed. dozen thirteen-year-olds in
To Bigger, Longer, and Uncut. That's right. It sort
the front row cheering . ..
of sets the tone for the whole film.
South Park: Bigger, Longer, and Uncut is a giant upon as well, but violence is not only allowable,
kick in the groin of the Motion Picture but good. To illustrate this, America declares war
Association America. Trey Parker apparently on Canada and plans to officially execute
blames the MPAA for the C-17 rating of his Terrence and Philip for the entertainment of the
previous film, Orgazmo. (For the record, an C-17 nation, and parents who went into hysterics when
virtually equals box-office death.) He and co-con- their kids cussed have no qualms about letting the
spirator Matt Stone did, in fact, have to cut parts little dears onto a battlefield.
Granted it's always easy for artists to protest
of SP: BL&U to get the magical "R" rating, but the
film still retains its status as the grossest, sickest, against regulation of the media, but the MPAA
most warped film I have ever seen. It leaves Peter has been under attack more than usual in recent
Jack on and john Waters, not to ment ion events. The few seconds of digitally redone orgy
Orgazmo (which contains only a small amount of in Eyes Wide Shut seems not only unnecessary, but
naughty language but a good deal of rear nudity sacrilegious and, although Kubrick agreed to the
and an excess of dildoes) in the dust. Had my changes before his death, almost brutal. In the
brain been taking notes on the information it was wake of Columbine, with fmgers pointing in all
processing via my eyes, they would read some- possible directions, the MPAA is being criticized
thing like: "Oh my - what did - how - oh -what - for allowing massive amounts of violence
did that just happen?" I, who yawned through onscreen while cracking down on sex and language.
There's Something About Mary and howled with Various actors and filmmakers have also criticized
laughter at the carnage of the unrated version of the MPAA for apparently arbitrary ratings. I
Dead Alive, did the unthinkable during parts of doubt that SP: BL&U is an argument for the
this film: I peered through my fingers, a stupid, destruction of the ratings board; its main message
disbelieving grin on my face . In short, Parker and seems to be something like, "Suck on this, Jack
Stone wanted to piss off the MPAA. They suc- Valenti!" Instead SP: BL&U stresses parental
involvement and personal responsibility, and
ceeded.
But strip away the graphic cartoon nudity, pretty much leaves artistic integrity out of the
the graphic animated warfare, the graphic CGI equation. (It doesn't help that Terrence and
Hell special effects, the graphic German Internet Philip's movie, Asses ofFire, is a foul-mouthed bigporn, and the, yes, graphic love affair between screen version of their TV show, which spoofs
Saddam Hussein and Satan, and you have a the complaint that South Park is nothing more
halfway serious social message regarding films, than a series of fart jokes. The film-within-a-film
family values, and American culture. The main is, literally, a never-ending string of fart jokes.)
Still, it's easy to forget that artists aren't the
points seem to be:
only people affected by the ratings system.
I. MPAA ratings need to be enforced to be
effective (unless it's NC-17, in which case, nobody However unfair and arbitrary it is, parents still
will want to see it), as the South Park kids bribe a

use ratings as a guide to whether their children
should be allowed to see a film. Yes, violence i
rampant in PG-13 and even PG films, forcing me
to warn a lady that Indiana Jones and the Temple of
Doom probably wasn't appropriate for a si..x-yearold. Parents can also go to various websites where
films' contents are reviewed; Screen It! at www.
screenit.com is a major one, as well as a good
place to find out the ending without having to see
the movie.
Another approach-the one my parents
decided to take-is to remove movies and,
especially, television from the household altogether,
since television can be a more or less neve rending source of violence, sex, bad sitcoms, and
greedy advertisers waiting to sick their hooks into
fertile young minds. As a result of this action, the
media is drastically filtered and innocence--or,
more appropriately, obliviousness-is somewhat
preserved until the children hit their early or middle
teenage years. They also cultivate a sneering
hatred of any classmate who comes up to ask that
deepest and most imperative of questions, "Is it
true you don't even have a television?" but that's
an issue for therapy so I'll let it alone here.
It's true that artists have the right to produce
whatever they see fit, but to an outside eye (for
example, mine) the violence, irresponsible sex,
and obscenity are completely inappropriate for
children. Fo r every time I shudder at the horrible
death of an unnamed henchman, cop, security
guard, or innocent bystander, there are a dozen
thirteen-year-olds in the front row cheering and
laughing, making me want to fling my halffinished soda at the back of their heads.
"Somebody just died, you little brat," I think.
"Can't you even recognize human suffering when
it's not your own?"
The point of South Park: Bigger, Longer, and
Uncut, with which I largely agree, is that
American culture doesn't know what it's doing;
that ratings should be enforced and should deal
not only with sex and language, but with violence
as well, and that money or influence should not
be allowed to skew the ratings board, as they
seem to do (of course, if this actually happened,
then the big money-making action fllms would be
left rotting in C-17 limbo). SP: BL&U also calls
for parents to have greater involvement in their
kids lives. None of the four main characters have
good, fum-yet-loving parents: Stan's mother is
sweetly oblivious, Kyle's mom would sooner go to
war to protect her son than talk with him,
Gartman is spoiled rotten and Kenny's family
couldn't care less what happens to him.
There are a few other interesting points in the
film , although I'm not quite sure what they mean.
In one instance, Kenny, trying to imitate
Terrence and Philip, lights first a fart, then himself, on fire. He is rushed to the hospital and
.. . continued on page r8

horticulture for the classroom the next summer.
place in the spring.
The TLS program, which will involve up to Amy was eventually given a paid position.
While the goal of the program is to develop
the large number of projects that are presently ss-6o students by next year, plans to incorporate
it also emphasizes individual growth with
leaders,
underway in the TLS program. All of the projects more academic connections in the future.
own
are open to participation by any Bard student. Tutorials, independent studies and senior projects freedom for the members to try to fmd their
to
program
a
not
is
It
leadership.
of
They will be more comprehensively covered in could all easily mesh with some of the TLS projects. methods
In fact some of the projects have led to employ- develop only one kind of leader, as it tries to help
upcoming issues of the Observer.
students find out for themselves who they really
Most applicants to the TLS program are ment, as 1999 graduate Amy Foster discovered.
Amy developed a garden education program are, and how they can fit leadership into their
first-year students. They apply to the program
when they submit their admission application. at The Astor Home for Children. She volun- own character.
Inquiries can be directed to Paul Marienthal,
Every year a few upperclassmen are also accepted, teered there for two semesters and eventually
-Ben Dangle
7056.
extension
though the application process for them takes began teaching and coordinating programs on at

TLS continued
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A De spa-rat e Pro pos al
By Howard Megdal

problem is not physical, but psychological. As
Sigmund Freud writes in his "Wit and the
TODAY I WISH TO WRITE about a terrible Relation to the Unconscious
",
problem which afflicts humorists all over the
"The inability to make a joke, or humorous
world, and has for centuries. These humor aside, or pithy comment,
or puckish remark,
columnists, desperate for an idea, will write stems from a man's subconscious
wish to engage
columns about not having an idea. This ridiculous in sexual relations with his mother.
His fear is
ploy, which any child can see through, is looked that his joke will, in clinical terms,
"bomb", and
upon as salvation for many a funny man, as it his mother will think ill of him. Thus
the
eliminates the need to actually come up with an repression of wit occurs. Of course,"
Freud adds,
idea. It stems from a problem called "humor "the simple wish even to make a joke
stems from
block."
the man's wish to engage in sexual relations with
This problem differs from simply not being his mother. Basically, everything you
do stems
able to make a joke. Many a humor hack only got from your desire to engage in sexual
relations
a job as humor columnist due to nepotism, by with your mother," says Freud, "you
sick bastard."
repeating jokes to a newspaper editor out of a
joke book, or reading aloud my ex-girlfriend's
sexual fantasies.
But even the foremost
humorists have been afflicted by such a problem.
In The Norton Critical Anthology of American
Humorist Criticism, Blinky the Near-Sighted
Clown writes, "For days at a time I was unable to
wear my big floppy red shoes. When running
even the simplest errand, instead of riding in the
clown car, I'd take the sedan. My wife even threw
a rubber chicken at me in exasperation! It just
reminded me of how Mom used to cook."
This sort of rut is even more common among
the humorists specializing in the written word.
In 1729, Jonathan Swift wrote his now world
renowned satire on the great famine in Ireland,
Of course, these are extreme examples.
"A Modest Proposal." In this great send up of Most humorists can rebound from a brief bout
the English, Swift suggested an end to the famine with humor block, and lead productive, laughby eating the Irish children.
filled lives. Dave Barry wrote a column like this.
However, very little has been written of the So did Drew Carey, but then, he wasn't ever
aftermath of Swift's breakthrough. "A Modest funny! But these periods of humor block can have
Proposal" was so well received that he became unintended consequences. Like many young
convinced that the key to satire was, in his words, Jewish men, Jesus of Nazareth was attempting to
"to make some reference to eating Irish children." make it in show business as a stand-up comedian.
For weeks all his editor received were more His rather strange ideas on comedy "If it bends,
recipes, and a suspicious looking pot labeled its funny. If it breaks, blame the Romans!" did
"HUMOR INSIDE!" which the editor returned not attract much of a following. Before an audience
to Swift unopened. As we can see from Swift's last of just twelve people,Jesus was reduced to dinner
words, "I'm hungry. Where's little Seamus?," he theater! According to a witness, his routine went
never recovered.
a little like this:
What caused Swift's block? Clearly the
"And the pagan says, 'Doesn't it bother you

that I'm beating you?' And I say, 'No, I'll just turn
the other cheek!' (silence) 'Man, that killed 'em in
Bethlehem. It's like my whole audience is betraying
me tonight! So a rabbi, another rabbi, and a third
rabbi are on a camel-godd amn, we need some
more religions around here! Forgive me guys, I'd
do the same for you!"'
The Romans were not as forgiving, and upon
a wooden cross, the canceled booking was born.
Sadly, even Jesus' comeback was shortlived!
[Author's note: Freud writes of man in relation
to humor, but not of ·voman's relation to humor.
That is because Freud had discovered that, as he
put it, "Women aren't funny, except when they
try to vote." This remains, to this day, Freud's
only unchallenged conclusion.}

Matues witz contin ued

promptly killed by an incompetent physician,
(Swift) becam e con- voiced
by George Clooney. Kenny's death is cenvinced that the key tral to the plot; none of the adults really notice.
. On the smut front, the cursing youngsters,
to satire was, in his
rather than being reprimanded, are turned over
words, "to make
to their guidance counselor for therapy to kick
some reference to
the cursing
Upon being released, they
eating Irish children." immediately gohabit.
out to see Asses ofFire again. The
.. .As we can see
songs are better and the animation more watchfrom (his) last words able than any Disney film since 1959's Sleeping
"I'm hungry. Where's Beauty.
little Seamus?" he
BRAV E continu ed
never recovered.

avrealty@ulster.net

is continuously carrying a mark of disempowerment.
On the other-hand, to view oneself as a survivor is an active, autonomous choice. It signifies
strength and the ability to continue to exist or
outlive this violent act. Rather than denying the
impact of this event in one's life, which can lead
to a number of psychological problems, this word
allows the full significance of this event to fllter
through to one's consciousness. Therefore if one
survives this event, instead of carrying a constant
symbol of shame, one has access to an inexhaustible source of strength and empowerme nt.
WHAT IS LA EMBEZZLER?
La Embezzler Is a student-run humor publlcotlon that operates Inde-

pendently of the Bard Observer. but that Is published along side lt. lt
bears Its own copyright completely Independent of the Observe~s.
Submissions ore welcome through campus moil. to "the Embezzler",
and Its Editor-lrrChlef Is Nick Jones.

Art Event for Mumia Abu-Jamal

Licensed Real Estate Broker

APPLE VALLEY REALTI
12 South Broadway- P.O. Box 8
Red Hook, New York 12571

(914) '758;8891

Leocadia (Lottie) Kittner
RED HOOK
NATU RAL FOOD S
We offer a fine selection of:
• Natural Foods
• Vitamins
• Homeopathies
• Oriental Products

•Herbals
• Body Care Products
• Specialty Products
• Educational Materials

9A SOUTH BROADWAY. RED HOOK. NY 12571
(914) 758-9230

Performers to include:
Bob Holnia n, foet who created th~
universe ,author o Collect Call of the Wzld
Carl Dix, national spokesp erson for the

Revolut ionary Commu nist Party
Tony Medin, poet-pla ywright -actor
who discovereathe universe, author
of No Noose is Good Noose
Severa l Membe rs of the Africa Fam!l_y,
of revolution~ Philly orj@fii.zation M 0 Vb'
Ninja Blade~ freakin' 'Rican MC from
the L ..~:t.S. Bloodlines crew
Thursday Night, Novemb er 4, 1999 .
at 9 P.M. in the Campus Center MultiPurpose Room
To perform, contact Emma@ X4437
or id259@Bard.edu
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Mr. Schooshyface: Commits a Random Act of Kindness by David Warth
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Merrit Bookstore Vol. II
An Independent Bookstore
Located in the Center of Red Hook
Books ofAll Publishers-Books ofAll Subjects
914-758-BOOK
Or visit us on the Web at:
www.merrittbooks.com
Readings, Author events, and more...
Please visit our store in Millbrook for more fine books
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The Cooks Must Create
By Adina Estelcher

THE PEOPLE MUST EAT, the food must be
served, the cooks must create. I often hear
students bad-mouthing the food in Kline as if
the workers .care nothing about their jobs.
Students come into Kline from a long day of too
many classes and most of the time want something
to complain about. They would have directed
their negativity toward their parents at home,
but because we're their new parents, they'll
direct it at us, the servers and cooks in Kline.
I've been working as a prep-cook in the
Bard kitchen for a month now. The preparation
for the meals is intense work, but the friendliness
in the kitchen makes it all worthwhile. Students
are hardly aware of the love and consideration
put into the food. The laughter and teamwork
that I've experienced at work in the past month
are so much more rewarding than with any other
job I've ever had.
With most of the jobs, it's alright to mess
up a little because you can always throw out bad
copies or remake a label if it looks messy. With

prepping and cooking, if you mess up, everyone is there to
remind you, every boss, every co-worker, and every student.
There's a definite art to the entire process of cooking. Precise
standards must be met for the finished product, the meal.
Even though I'm still a novice in the kitchen, I am very aware
of how much work the cooks actually do.
In a normal day as a beginning prep-cook, I may get two
or three tasks done: making the croutons, dicing vegetables
for one dish, and running the carving station. This is in a six
to nine hour period of time. Even though I'm using all of my
energy for the job, I'm just a beginner in the kitchen compared to the magic work that the experienced cooks need to
accomplish every single day. The reason it seems that I'm getting so little done is because I'm learning so much about food,
cutting, temperatures, seasoning, tools and the smallest things
that matter so much for the food to be cooked.
The cooks have gone through the same learning process
that I am going through now. They have gained so much

knowledge thmughout the yws so they c•n eru;ily do ten
things at once, and get it all done so the meals are ready on
time. Cooks at all food services do not have this much love for
their jobs. Ask any student at most colleges, and they usually
have the choice between the oh-so-mighty meat pasta, dairy
pasta, and just plain spaghetti. That's it, no french fries on the
side, no veggie burgers, no sodas or ice cream. With the magic
that the cooks have to get the food out, it makes me so sad
that the only things they ever hear from the students are
complaints. While the students point out that something is
missing or that a certain food looks horrib le, they never show
appreciation to the cooks for what they do enjoy. The cooks'
main concern is to satisfy the students. If any of you out
there, godforbid, enjoy something that you are eating, go back
and tell the cooks. If you're shy, then put it on the suggestion
board, but to hear the words from a real person makes it that
much more exciting.
I'm a full-time student, I work in the kitchen at least 20
hours a week, and I'm the Opinions Edito r of the Observer. I
exist in many areas of the school life. There are so many misconceptions of workers that aren't either professors or students. In working in the kitchen for only a month, I've
learned so much more about life from my co-workers than
from many teachers I've had over the years. The people who
make your food are very wise. Give them the respect you give
your parents at home, if they see that you care about your
food, it will make both your day and there's that much more
fulfilling. We've all got to eat, we might as well respect where
our food is coming from.
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STUDENT ACTION n
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THE STUDENT ACTION CENTER (SAC) is a
room in the basement of the Old Gym that houses
~
the Earth Coalition office, a zine library, and a growing
meeting
a
as
used
also
is
It
books.
radical
of
collection
space for activist groups on campus. We believe that
it's important for students to be able to control their
own cultural, social, and political environments on campus,
outside of the influence of the administration, and that in
order to collaborate on our intellectual activities we need

t11

~

autonomous physical space.
With the presence of the new "student center", a wellequipped if unwelcoming building, the Old Gym is left in a
position where we can establish and maintain a truly studentrun social center on campus. A new performance and hang-out
space is being set up in the pool room, open for any and all
gatherings evey night. Between that space and the Action
Center, along with the Root Cellar, we want to encourage
students to meet and interact on our own terms, creatively
and collaboratively. It's important to recognize our potential
power in an institution like Bard, where the interests and
agenda of the administration are sometimes in opposition to
our own. It is critical to foster communication between
groups and individuals on this campus in order to strengthen
our community and to determine our common goals, even as
we all work on realizing our specific and personal projects.
For these reasons, we encourage all students to use the
Action Center as a meeting and gathering space, along with
the other student-run spaces in the Old Gym. The Action
Center is currently open every afternoon and some mornings
(the schedule is posted on the door) and is facilitated by
volunteer students. The room will, of course, be open any
time a group would like to use it. There is money available to
expand the collection of books, and to improve the room
itself, as well as to organize actions on and off campus.
This semester will hopefully see the Old Gym basement
become the student-run social center at this school, where
groups will feel comfortable meeting on their own terms,
towards their own ends. With energy and persistence, the
SAC will be a place created, organized, and maintained by
students. It could be a force for encouragment and support
among, as well as connection between, all active students at
Bard and the community beyond.
-Stephanie Rabins and Chris Teret
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Strength in Words
THE RISE 3.11d subsequent decline of"politically correct"
language has evoked a debate as to the purpose of self-definition.
The attempt to dismantle this mode of speaking/thinking has
been based around the claim that this style muddies the issue
and distorts the focus . This attack has been most effective not
within the realm of critical analysis, published essays or political
debate but rather within the realm of the absurd. The process
of self-definition has been slandered and ridiculed by mainstream
media to such an extent that the petite conspiracy theorist
within me must ask why this process, specifically, is the source
of such discomfort and debate? Language is the rudimentary
way in which we, as humans, convey our thoughts. To change
the way in which we speak is to change the way in which we
think. To mock this mode of speaking/thinking is to effectively
support the paternal hierarchy which views Native Americans
as Indians and survivors of sexual violence as victims. These
are subtle digs which, if left unexplored, have the power to
undermine one's faith in oneself and one's sense of judgement.
Is there really any difference between a victim and a survivor;
afterall, rape is rape no matter what you call it. To examine
the significance of this difference is the purpose of this article.
While the focus is on the language of rape and rape culture,
it is important to stress that this problem affects any group
which is not a part of the dominant power in this society. To
refer to a Native American as an Indian denies that individual's
connection to this land and instead, incorrectly associates
that person with an area of the world which he or she is not
from. This is a name that was put upon a group, not by their
choice but through the choice of their oppressors. To continue
to use this term perpetuates a form of oppression. In the same
way, to refer to a woman or a man who has had the experience
of sexual violence as a survivor rather than as a victim drastically
changes the way in which one psychologically interprets the
experience. For the survivor this difference is crucial. To be a
victim places the individual in a passive position which continues
to take away one's sense of autonomy and choice. As a word
it signifies helplessness, loss of control, someone who has
been tricked, duped or subjected to violence. Ultimately, to
be a victim takes the crime out of a contained experience and
allows it into every day, therefore one is continuously carrying
a mark of disempowerment.

... continued on page r8

